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Microsoft Excel – Small Test 2 

All tasks are to be performed on the ‘Luxury Hire Cars’ Spreadsheet. Completed 

spreadsheets should be printed out to show both values and formulas. 
 

 

Tasks:  

1. Open up the ‘Luxury Hire Cars.xlsx’ spreadsheet: 

2. Highlight cells B4 to C10. 

3. Rename this range of cells to HireCars (no spaces). 

4. Click in cell F4 and write an IF Function that will output “Yes” if cell D4 has a reg year of 

less than 1980. The IF Function should output “No” if cell D4 has a reg year of 1980 or 

above. 

5. Check the result to make sure that you have calculated the correct value. 

6. Use autofil to replicate the formula you created in step 4 all the way down to cell F10. 

7. Enter a formula into cell G4 that will: 

• Multiply cell C4 with E4 and add cell C1 to the result 
• Make sure that the cell C1 part of the formula is an Absolute Reference 

 
8. Check the result to make sure that you have calculated the correct value. 

9. Use autofill to replicate the formula created in question 7 all the way down to cell G10: 

10. In cell G12 use the correct COUNT function to calculate how many car models in the 

HireCars range of cells currently have cars on hire. Hint: You have to count how many 

cells contain just numbers. 

11. In cell G13 use the correct COUNT function to calculate how many different car models 

exist in the HireCars range of cells.  Hint: You have to count how many cells contain just 

text. 

12. In cell G14 use a COUNTIF function to calculate how many cars in the ‘Reg Year’ column 

were made in 1987. 

13. In cell G15 use a COUNTIF function to calculate how many cars in the ‘Cost to Hire’ 

column cost more than 4000 to hire. 

14. In cell G16 use a SUM formula to calculate the total cost of hiring all of the cars. 

15. In cell G17 use an INT formula to remove the decimal places from the value calculated in 

cell G16. 
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16. In cell G18 use a ROUND formula to round the value found in cell G16 to the nearest 

whole number. 

17. Change the page orientation to landscape. 

18. Add your full name to the documents footer. 

19. Make sure that columns are wide enough to show all of the data. 

20. Print off a copy of the spreadsheet showing only the values. Make sure the printout fits 

onto one page. 

21. Print off a second copy of the spreadsheet showing all formulas. Make sure the printout 

fits onto one page. 

 
 
 

  

When you have completed your test you should continue 

with the Data Analysis – Self Study Workbook. 


